Federal Violations List
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When we set up the Federation's Criminal Incident Report Form we included a space for people to fill in the specific Federal Codes that were violated in their case.

What we found is that while each case is different and may include many other civil and criminal violations that are unique to a particular circumstance, some violations are nearly universal--- that is, they are violated in every case, every time an American is mis-addressed by a court, bill collector, or agency:

Federal Mail Codes and Conduct Codes they have violated in Breach of Trust: 18 USC 1341, 18 USC 1692, 18 USC 1693, 18 USC 1701, 18 USC 1702, 18 USC 1703, 18 USC 1726, UPU 114 (2.2).

In the majority of cases involving people who have done their due diligence and served Notice and explained their political status to the court, agency, or other bill collector, they are also guilty of Misprision of Felony: (June 25, 1948, ch. 645, 62 Stat. 684; Pub. L. 103–322, title XXXIII, §330016(1)(G), Sept. 13, 1994, 108 Stat. 2147.).

Finally, they are all in violation of 18 USC 2333, which explains the civil remedies that are due to victims of "terrorists" and which they are withholding.

There used to be an extensive listing of all the various causes requiring civil remedies, but since the "War on Terror" was announced, all such crimes are defined in terms of "terrorism".

If you have received a tax bill, much less a tax bill equal to the total value of your home, been threatened with a million dollar lien on a $30,000 property, been evicted, summoned under a false presentation, arrested via a non-judicial warrant, subjected to unlawful arrest, been forced to pay utility bills and mortgages you don't owe, faced unlawful claims of eminent domain, been denied off-set credit you are owed, or in any other way been harassed by your own public employees ---- you've been terrorized.

You have suffered collateral damage in a bogus "War on Terror" --- the latest model of mercenary "war" being engaged in by your erring public employees.
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